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ANALYSIS OF DIETZ'S SINGLE,
RECTANGULAR PULSE THEORY

FOR THE GENERATION OF
RADIATION VIA

PHOTOELECTRONS
by

Thomas M. Dipp*

ABSTRACT
The generation of radiation via photoelectrons induced off of a conducting sur-
face has been analytically modeled and computationally simulated by several re-
searchers. This paper analyzes and compares Dietz's theory predictions with my
research to form a unified foundation of consistent, inter-supporting results that
should provide confidence in the independently performed basic research and re-
sulting scaling laws and predictions. In doing so, this paper concentrated on Dietz's
small-spot, single, rectangular, "weak" pulse theory and equations, which involve
nonrelativistic, monoenergetic photoelectrons emitted normal to a conducting sur-
face in vacuum. In this paper I: 1) analytically compare Dietz's theory equations
with my theory equations, 2) compare Dietz's theoretical scaling laws with my
Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code simulation results, and 3) make Dietz's equations eas-
ier to use in predicting and optimizing photoelectron-generated radiation. As a
result, it is shown that Dietz's equations match my theory's equations in their pre-
dicted scaling laws, differing only slightly in their coefficients and unique model
parameters. Also, Dietz's equations generally agree with the PIC code results.
Finally, optimization analysis showed that theoretical conversion efficiencies for
typical real metals can meet and exceed values of 10~5 if optimal photon energies
of 15 to 20 eV are used. Even better efficiencies should be possible if the small-spot
constraint is violated as well.

"Military Research Associate, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
USAF AFOSR/NI, Building 410, Boiling AFB, D.C., 20332-6448



INTRODUCTION

Introduction
This paper will analyze David Dietz's small-spot, single-pulse theory as pre-
sented in his two papers [Ref. 1, Ref. 2], His theory rigorously examines the
electromagnetic radiation produced by a photoelectron cloud induced off a
conducting surface by an arbitrary (in time) photon pulse. The analysis is for
a normally incident single pulse and nonrelativiatic, monoenergetic, normal
electron trajectories, in vacuum. Dietz's theory is derived for small spots. His
examples look at various photon pulse shapes, such as constant, linear ramp,
triangular, parabolic, and sin2, and the various analytic radiation equations
the different pulses produ-" o.

In Dietz's analysis, Is separately analyzes single "weak" and "strong"
pulse? For a "weak" pulse the charge sheets never cross, and the efficiency
and power of the generated radiation is calculated for the duration of the all
the charge sheets' orbits-from creation to destruction of the emitted pulse.
For a "strong" pulse, Dietz calculates the radiation until the charge sheets
start to cross.

I will confine my analysis of Dietz's theory to his equations for a single
type of pulse waveform, referred to variously as constant, 'flattop', or rectan-
gular. Also, I will look primarily at his "weak" pulse equations. My analysis
of Dietz's constant, "weak" pulse will concentrate on his radiation efficiency
equation, which is integrated over a hemisphere. From this equation, and
other equations of his, I will derive several converted equations that can be
compared to my theory equations. Finally, Dietz's original equations, pa-
rameters, and constants are expressed in the International Metric System
(SI) system of measurement.

In order to analyze Dietz's theory, I begin by converting his equations to
parameters used in my theory and Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code work. These
conversions will allow me to easily understand, manipulate, extend, and com-
pare his theory equations with my work. My theory and PIC code work uses
three sets of parameters: PIC, photon, and natural. Three parameter sets
might seem to be too many at first, but each fills a very practical need in the
research, use, and analysis that I do. For instance, the PIC code parameter
set is used in working with and comparing PIC code simulation results with
theory. The photon parameter set is also referred to in this paper as the
ultraviolet (UV) or laboratory parameter set, and is a practical, easy-to-use
set of parameters for interfacing with experimentalists and working with ex-



perimental results. And the 'natural' parameter set is used to understand,
predict, and optimize the results manually, either using the 'natural' param-
eter equations directly or by graphing them. Note that all of these parameter
sets are clearly defined and will be clearly delineated into various dependent
and independent parameters. So I will define and work with these parameter
sets in this paper. Primarily I will work with the UV parameter set, and the
other parameter sets will be defined in terms of the UV parameter set. All
equations, parameters, and units used and presented in this paper are in SI,
with the exceptions of Eq. (18) in CGS, (f> and eVf, which always have units
of eV, and |e| which is a conversion number having units of joules per eV.
The parameters <j) and eVj, have units of eV so that it is convenient to look
up and use the work function and emitted photoelectron energy values.

The sequence of presentation for this paper is given below. First, I will
present Dietz's "weak", constant pulse equations in his notation. Then those
equations will be analyzed, and eventually rewritten in my standard UV pa-
rameters. Once these equations are available, they will be summarized and it
will be shown that Dietz's equations compare almost exactly to correspond-
ing equations from my theory paper [Ref. 3]. Next, Dietz's equations will be
compared to PIC code simulation results [Ref. 4], Then I will take Dietz's
converted and manipulated equations, and graph them using 'natural' pa-
rameter graphs similar to these found in my theory paper. These graphs will
allow the reader to use Dietz's equations to predict and optimize radiation
and other experimental parameters for the two example cases that I presented
in my theory paper. Finally, I will discuss the optimization trends and gen-
eral optimization considerations involved in optimizing various parameters in
Dietz's theory equations, as well as the current limitations on and my recom-
mendations for significantly increasing the photoelectron-generated radiation
and radiation conversion efficiencies possible using typical real conductors.



DIETZ'S ORIGINAL EQUATIONS

Dietz's Original Equations
This section will present some of Dietz's original equations that will be an-
alyzed in later sections. First, selected single rectangular, or constant, pulse
equations from Dietz's paper will be presented using his notation. Then
Dietz's radiation conversion efficiency equation e™d will be simplified for
later use by showing that it has a highly dominant term with respect to the
problems of interest to which it will be applied.

Dietz's Equations for Rectangular Pulses

For a single, rectangular, "weak" pulse, Dietz's far-field radiation efficiency,
e™d, defined as the energy radiated through a hemisphere [Ref. 2, pp. 25-29]
divided by the total input energy of the light source is [Ref. 2, p. 38]:

erad =

where the fundamental constants used are represented by me for the electron
mass, h for Planck's constant, and c for the speed of light in a vacuum. In
addition, the user defined parameters are as follows:

v = electromagnetic frequency of light source

vo = emitted electron velocity

a = spot radius

Y = average photoelectron yield

A = pulse amplitude, photons/(area-time)

x/fi = pulse length, time

with K defined by Dietz as [Ref. 2, p. 34]:

(2)

where e is the elementary charge, and e0 is the permittivity of free space.
Other equations that will be needed for my analysis are the definitions

of the "weak" and "strong" pulses, the definition of 71, and Dietz's equation
for the plasma frequency, UJP.



Dominant Term in DieWs e™d Equation

A "weak" pulse is defined as [Ref. 2, p. 35]

V2

And a "strong" pulse is defined as [Ref. 2, p. 35]

wp y/2
o r

T is defined as [Ref. 2, p. 34]

T = ~ (5)

And where Dietz defined the plasma frequency u?p as [Ref. 1, p. 21]:

2 - e2 AY
P metQ VQ

(6)

Dominant Term in Dietz's ej£d Equation
Dietz's e"d equation, Eq. (1), has three terms. Before analyzing his efficiency
equation, it can be reduced to a single, highly dominant term that will sim-
plify my later analysis. Further, it will be shown that this simplification
occurs without any significant degradation of the equation's predictions for
the parameter regimes currently of interest, where v0 is much less than c.

The analysis of the three terms can be confined to the three terms enclosed
in brackets in Eq. (1). The terms are:

3 / T T \ 2 l u 0

- 2 ^ ) ' 4 y + 27

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (b) gives

ur = KAY- (8)
VQ

The second term in expression (7) is



DIETZ'S ORIGINAL EQUATIONS

Substituting for KAY in expression (9) using Eq. (8) changes the second
term to

And from the "weak" pulse condition, Eq. (3), an upper bound on the
second term is found to be

— K [ — } AY < (11)
20 vfi/ ~ 10 c

The third term is already expressed in terms of vo/c. Defining /? = vQ/c,
expression (7) can be rewritten as:

Is-&•)_•£<•]
or more concisely, as

[ | + ( | ' 8 ) I M X ] (13)
For nonrelativistic emitted electron velocities, values of /? less than or

equal to 0.1, or even 0.3, are possible. Even at /? = 0.1 to 0.3, the high
end of Dietz's model regime, the net contribution of the second and third
terms is at worst only 0.05 and 0.15 respectively, which is less than 11%
of the first term. But since the emitted photoelectron energies of interest
typically have values less than 20 eV, typically f3 < 8.85 x 10"3, and it is
readily seen that the second and third terms are typically less than one three
hundredth the value of the first term. Hence, the second and third terms can
easily be ignored, while the first term is highly dominant for this analysis.
Consequently, Eq. (1) can be rewritten in a simpler form, using only the first
term, as:

e o o



Dietz to Dipp Notation Conversions
This section will convert Dietz's equations into my notation and summarize
the results. First, useful conversion factors and notation will be presented in
tables. Next, Dietz's equations will be converted to my notation, Then the
maximum repetition rate will be approximated for the single pulses. And
finally, all of the important converted equations will be summarized for easy
reference.

Conversion Factors and Notation

Dietz's equations that I will use in my analysis were presented in the previous
section, using his notation. Next I will begin converting and analyzing these
equations using my PIC, photon, and natural parameter sets. As such, I will
now list most of the notation, conversion relations, and other equations used
in this paper. Note that Dietz's parameter A is not my definition for area,
and so I will denote it as AD- Dietz's definition of T also conflicts with my
use of T to represent the period of the modulated pulses, and so I will refer
to Dietz's variable as To- Most of the rest of the variables do not conflict.
I will present the conversion factors in the following order: shared notation,
conversion notation, and other useful notation and equations.

Notation common to both theories is listed in Table 1, and primarily
involves fundamental constants. The notation description column indicates
what the notation column's symbols are used to represent.

Conversions to my notation are listed in Table 2. The notation is shown
under two columns, where (x)Dietz notation is equivalent to (iJDipp notation
for conversion purposes. In Table 2, the rhL subscripts of ?/,./,/, indicate the
efficiency of radiated energy integrated over a hemisphere compared to the
total input energy of the light source.

Other 'Dipp' notation and equations used in this paper and relevant to
the analysis are shown in Table 3. The notation column variable is equivalent
to the equation shown under the definition column.



DIETZ TO DIPP NOTATION CONVERSIONS

Table 1: Shared Notation and Descriptions
Notation

£o
e

me

h
c
Y

Notation Description
3.14159...
permittivity of free space
elementary charge
electron mass
Planck's constant
speed of light in a vacuum
average photoelectron yield

Table
(z)Dietz

Vo
It

V

a
U p

A
pT&d

T

2: Dietz to Dipp Notation Conversions and Descriptions
(z)Dipp

ve

e2/(eQmec)
c/\L
r

2.ri/p
Aip
AD

VrhL
TD

e

Notation Description
velocity of emitted photoelectron
user defined constant
electromagnetic frequency of light source
illuminated spot radius at conducting surface
electron plasma frequency
pulse length, in time
pulse amplitude
efficiency of light to rf radiation
"weak" pulse duration time or orbit period
of Atp pulse's last emitted charge sheet
polar angle measured from positive z-axis,
or from surface normal of conducting surface



Conversion Factors and Notation

Table 3: Other Dipp Notation, Equations, and Descriptions
Notation
EL

<t>
lei
FD

FR

Tn

"rr

^actual
Airf
fr
Ez
'max

dmax

Ut
A
ne

(PL)
eVb

0
/?class

62

<f>.
(j)

(Pr)s

d(p)/dn

Definition |

2TD or 4*max

1/Trr
1/ ^actual

EJiPr),
Ai r f/rD

0)Afp/eo

meve/(eEz)
mevH{2eEz)
Atp/(2fmax)
;rr2

0")/(c«e)
ELIMV

hcl{\e\\L)-<t>
ve/c

hy/bi/XL - <t>,
hcfe
v/2e/(meC2)
|e|^/c
A L F ( P L ) / ( M )

2r/r/iL

(3/87T)(Pr)3sin25

Notation Description
total energy contained in UV pulse or pulse train
photoelectric work function of surface, in eV
conversion number, magnitude of SI e, in J/eV
modulation depth function of sin2 type pulse train
resonance function for sin2 type pulse train
maximum rep-rated single-puise period
maximum rep-rated single-pulse frequency
a "actual < "IT rep-rated single-pulse frequency
pulse length of energy radiated through a sphere
proportionality constant for Atrf oc TD
electric field component normal to metal surface
time till photoelectron reaches maximum 'orbit'
max. electron 'orbit' distance above conductor
slack variable to enforce "weak" pulse condition
area of UV illuminated spot on metal surface
max. number density of emitted photoelectrons
average power of incident light pulse(s)
emitted photoelectron energy, in electron volts
ratio of emitted photoelectron velocity to c
classical relationship for (3
simplifying constant
simplifying constant
4> converted to joules and divided by e, in volts
average photoemission electron current density
efficiency / over a sphere vs. / over a hemisphere
average far-field power radiated through a sphere
avg. instantaneous power radiated per steradian



DIETZ TO DIPP NOTATION CONVERSIONS

up Conversion and AD Units
This subsection will begin by converting Dietz's u>p to my UV parameter
set notation. Since Dietz's u>p is equivalent to the standard definition of the
electron plasma frequency at the maximum electron emission density AoY/ve

[Ref. 1, p. 21], the UV parameter form is easily derived. The approach I will
use will be to convert Dietz's up to my UV parameters, derive the standard
definition of vp in UV parameters, then set the two equal by solving for AD,
and finally examining the dimensions of AD thus determined to check if they
match Dietz's pulse amplitude definition.

Starting with Eq. (6) converted to:

( 2 ) 2 ADY- (15)
v

( p ) D

mee0 v

and substituting in ve — /3c as arranged below

and then solving for Dietz's vv gives:

The standard definition of u;p, in Gaussian cgs units, is [Ref. 5, p. 73]:

1/2

rad/sec (18)
\ m

or, in SI units using my notation, Eq. (18) becomes

/ e2 \ 1 / 2
U P = [ - ] nl/2 = 56.415nJ/2 (19)

where classically, ne can be represented as

ne = -{-^ (20)
e t;e

10



To and x/Q, Conversions and Definitions

substituting Eq. (20) for ne into Eq. (19) for u>p, and solving in terms of vv

gives:
/2

Next, the (j) and ve table conversions are substituted into Eq. (21) to get
Eq. (22)

( 2 2 )

Finally, Eq. (22) for vv is Eq. (18) after being converted to my UV parameters.
Consequently, Eq. (17) and Eq. (22) can be solved simultaneously to

obtain AD'-

_ 1 \L(PL) _ (j) _ average number of photons .
he A ~ eY area • time

which is seen to match the definition of Dietz's pulse amplitude for AD,
which he defines as photons per square meter per second [Ref. 1, p. 5]. In
addition, Dietz's definition of maximum electron emission density [Ref. 1,
p. 21], AoY/ve, is now seen to be equivalent to Eq. (20) for nonrelativistic
ne. In conclusion, Eq. (22) for vv and Eq. (23) for AD are two of Dietz's
equations that have been converted to UV parameters and that will be used
later in this paper.

TD and ir/Q Conversions and Definitions

This subsection converts TD to UV parameters, shows that TD = 2tmax and
7r/fi = Atp, and finishes by converting Dietz's "weak" pulse condition to my
UV parameters.

From Eq. (5) and the definition of u = 27ri/,

TD = ^ j " (24)

Substituting in Eq. (22) for vv gives:

\ 1 / 2 / A , \l/2 A 1
(25)

O3 2L2 2 \ ' / * / i \ 1/2 A
L iiietnn c \ / "i , \ s\

XLY(PL) (x

n



DIETZ TO DIPP NOTATION CONVERSIONS

Next I vvill compare this to my theory's tmax where [Ref. 3]

<max = — 7 7 - and (26)
e hiz

t z — —• • so \i()
£0

1/2 A 1

M Y3J XLY(PL) Atp

Consequently, it is seen that Dietz's Eq. (25) and my Eq. (28) scale the
same, and are only slightly different in the value of their coefficients. What
does this mean? From Dietz's paper [Ref. 1, pp. 4,5], tr/il is defined as
the incident photon pulse width in time where its intensity profile at the
emitting surface occurs over a time interval from zero to 7r/fJ seconds. This
definition of the pulse duration is equivalent to my definition of Atp for the
pulse duration of the emitted photoelectrons. Also from Dietz's paper [Ref. 1,
p. 22], TD is defined as "the round-trip duration for the sheet launched at
tQ = 7r/fl" when no sheets cross, i.e. when the "weak" pulse condition is
satisfied. Since the innermost charge sheet experiences the full image charge
Ez force of all the charge sheets, and since this is a linear analysis, the Ez
force Dietz uses in his theory to describe the orbit period TD of the innermost
charge sheet is equivalent to the Ez force experienced by the single, thin,
rigid charge sheet used in my theory. And since my tmAX is defined as the
time it takes for my single charge sheet to reach its maximum orbit distance
dmax, then <max is equivalent to one half of To- It is now seen that Tp,
Dietz's maximum pulse emission time for a "weak" pulse, is equal to the
orbit period of Dietz's last emitted charge sheet. As such, comparing the
two theory equations and using Dietz's definitions of TT/O and Tp indicate
that the following conversions apply:

7T/H = Atp (29)

TD = 2<max (30)

and Dietz's equation for T/3, Eq. (5), finally converts to:
1 \ 1/2 . .

bi , \ ' A 1

«. = (:^F-) (32)

12



To and 7r/Q Conversions and Definitions

In summary, the Ez force used for both theories matches, so To = 2£max DiPP

and Dietz's converted Eq. (31) for tmax is exactly equivalent to my Eq. (28)
for fmaxi as they should be.

Since my theory shows [Ref. 3] the maximum perpendicular orbit distance
an electron charge sheet will travel away from the conductor's surface is,

A _ "*< Ve A Vei /QQ\
"max — ~Z FT" o r "max — 7T max K^^l

le t,z £

and since ve should be the same when calculating both <max and dmaxi this
means that Dietz's time to electron maximum normal orbit distance and
electron maximum normal orbit distance should both match those quantities
calculated by my theory.

Finally, using the Eq. (29) and Eq. (30) conversions, Dietz's "weak" pulse
condition Eq. (3) becomes,

Atp < 2tmax (34)

which means that the emitted pulse duration time must be less than or
equal to the orbit period of the innermost charge sheet. Alternatively, as
discussed in the next paragraph, this condition can also be thought of as
saying that the emitted pulse duration time must be less than the time it
takes for the middle charge sheet of emitted electrons to begin falling back to
the conducting surface. If this condition is not satisfied, then charge sheets
(or electron trajectories) will start crossing, and the linear analysis used by
Dietz for the "weak" pulse case will be violated.

Dietz's Tp orbit period can be thought of as being equal to /„„, of his
middle charge sheet by using the expectation value of Ez of his infinite
number of charge sheets as a single value of Ez that best represents all of his
Ez charge sheet values. For instance, my theory uses a single charge sheet
with an Ez normal electric field based on the full charge in the sheet, whereas
using an infinite number of charge sheets would result in an infinite number
of Ez values associated with each charge sheet. To pick a single value of Ez
to use, the value of Ez of the middle charge sheet could be chosen as typical
of a best value for all the non-crossing charge sheets. If this were done,
then due to shielding from the inner charge sheets, the middle charge sheet
would only experience half the Ez field that the innermost, or closest to the
conducting surface, charge sheet would experience. And halfing the value of
Ez would double the value of tmBkX and dmax. So, for a "weak" pulse with an

13



DIETZ TO DIPP NOTATION CONVERSIONS

infinite number of charge sheets, those emitted last are absorbed first, and
those emitted earlier are absorbed later in a continuum of smaller to larger
orbits. And since my theory treats all the charge as if it were located in
a single rigid charge sheet, that charge sheet experiences the same full Ez
field that is felt by the innermost charge sheet when using a model with an
infinite number of charge sheets. Therefore, because Dietz's model of the
electron orbits uses an infinite number of labeled charge sheets, one could
use the average Ez field, equal to the Ez field acting on the middle charge
sheet, as a single, representative value of the normal electric field strength
acting upon all of the charge sheets.

Then alternatively, while x/0. = Atp remains the same, one could have
substituted To = tm&x of the middle charge sheet into Eq. (25), and the
"weak" pulse condition would become Atp < tmax of the middle charge sheet.
Finally, from my theory [Ref. 3], radiated power is proportional to the max-
imum normal orbit distance, and inversely proportional to, essentially, the
time to reach the maximum normal orbit distance. So while i,,^ would
double from using the middle charge sheet instead of the innermost charge
sheet, dmax would also double. Hence, when calculating generated radiation,
the doubling factors cancel, and Dietz's theory written in terms of / „ , of
the middle charge sheet should not cause the predicted radiation quantities,
based on these considerations alone, to change from his previous predictions.
Finally, the above discussion indicates that for the model approximations
used in this discussion, all of the charge sheets should generally produce
similar amounts of radiation.

Conversion of Dietz's e™d Equation
In this subsection I will analyze and convert Dietz's e^1 Eq. (14) to my
UV parameters and notation. Converting Eq. (14) to UV parameters and
notation will require using the conversion tables and the converted equations
for AD, 7r/fl, To and the "weak" pulse constraint as presented in the last three
subsections. Of these equations (23,29,30,34), Eq. (34) will be manipulated to
create a 'slack' variable that will allow any of Dietz's unconstrained equations
to be solved simultaneously with Eq. (34), his "weak" pulse constraint. This
will finish the conversion process as the newly constrained equations will
allow easy enforcement of the "weak" pulse constraint while at the same
time reproducing the scaling laws found in my theory equations. To begin

14



Conversion of Dietz's e™d Equation

the conversion process, Eq. (14) can be rewritten as:

18

where, once the conversion tables' quantities

1/2

(36)

(37)

are substituted, Eq. (14) finally becomes

^2 \3 v3/n \2
^ ^ - A ^ (38)

2e9 \ 1 / 2

where 7/raL = 27/rhL vvas used, since for a small-spot charge source above
a perfectly conducting surface, integrating over a hemisphere without the
reflected fields results in an answer that is very close to half that obtained by
integrating over a hemisphere with reflections or by integrating the source in
free space over a sphere. Also, the average power radiated through a sphere,
(P r)3, is obtained by multiplying the radiation efficiency (through a sphere)
by the average input power (PL) of the light source and by Aip/Airf, since
a radiated pulse's characteristic time length generally does not match A<p.

So, Eq. (38) and Eq. (39) above are Dietz's equations for radiation, con-
verted to UV parameters. In the above form, it appears that the scaling laws,
in terms of the parameters XL, Y, (PL), and A have larger exponents than
in my theory equations. This would seem to indicate that a single pulse, or
multiple rep-rated single pulses, could be more efficient and create more power
than a continuous sinusoidal pulse train as used in my theory. However, this
is simply not true. Other than by allowing for the possible formation of
a sharper, 100% modulated pulse train by rep rating single pulses, Dietz's

15



DIETZ TO DIPP NOTATION CONVERSIONS

equations actually show that, in the limit of a pure photoelectric effect, a
single pulse or rep-rated set of single pulses do not scale any better than a
continuous, sinusoidally modulated light source.

In order to sec this, Dietz's radiation equations must be modified to
include the effect of his constraint equations on his radiation equation. In
essence, the radiation equations need to include, simultaneously and self-
consistentiy, his "weak" pulse condition, as this condition must be enforced
in order for his radiation equations to be valid. Once done, I can remove
Aip from Dietz's radiation equations and make them match the scaling laws
of the UV parameters in my theory's radiation equations. I will do this by
replacing the inequality in his "weak" pulse condition with an equality, by
defining a slack variable, /^ ( , as:

where now the slack variable f&t is constrained as

0 < Ut < 1 for a "weak" pulse (42)

and now the "weak" pulse condition can easily be enforced and its effects
understood by including it into the radiation equations.

To include / ^ t into the radiation equations requires rewriting Eq. (41) as

L (43)

and substituting Eq. (43) into Eq. (31), Dietz's tmax equation, and solving
the resulting equation for Aip. The result is the equation for Atp constrained
by the "weak" pulse condition when 0 < f&t < 1 is enforced, given below:

e°

And by simply substituting Eq. (44) for A<p into Eq. (43), then

(46)

16



Conversion of Dietz's e™d Equation

which is the equation for tmax constrained by the "weak" pulse condition
when 0 < f&t < 1 is enforced. Note that this easily constrained <max equation
should be used instead of Eq. (31), since it simplifies Eq. (31) by removing
the Atp factor and replacing it with the f&t parameter that allows one to
directly enforce Dietz's "weak" pulse condition. So with Eq. (46), it is now
possible to show that for the set of independent parameters I have chosen,
'max Dipp = V%f&t 'max Dietz- Finally, it should be noted that this new result
does not invalidate the previous discussion where the unconstrained 'max's
were shown to be equivalent. This new result simply indicates that different
constraint conditions were used. For my theory, my continuous, sinusoidally
modulated 'resonance' condition was A ' p = imax, which differs from Dietz's
"weak" pulse condition of A' p < 2<max. To compare the two theories, they
can be seen to overlap in their tm&x predictions by causing the two theories
to overlap in their constraint conditions. This overlap is accomplished by
setting Dietz's f&t = 1/2, which is equivalent to setting Dietz's "weak" pulse
constraint equal to my 'resonance' condition.

To be perfectly clear, writing any equation in terms of Atp or <max is
generally not a good idea. They make it difficult to use Dietz's equations in
the laboratory or on paper to set up a problem while simultaneously enforcing
the "weak" pulse condition. Instead, it is better to write both Atp and tm&x as
dependent parameters by creating a new independent parameter /A« that has
the property of being easily and understandably varied to enforce the "weak"
pulse constraint directly in each equation that is subject to that constraint.

Now, Dietz's Eq. (44) for Aip, constrained for the "weak" pulse condition,
can finally be substituted back into Eq. (38) and Eq. (39) to obtain the
constrained radiation equations displayed below. In these equations, using
the definitions of fr and /A( SO that Atp/At^ — f&t/fr, then

LY2W (48)

W> = "T-lT—t'lWW (49)

Jr \*L /

2V
(50)327rm e£O / i2c5
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0 < ht < 1 (51)

where new PIC code sm-.uiaiions using single rectangular photoelectron pulses
to explore &t?? show that the range 1/2 < fr < 2 covers an interval for Afrf
where approximately 85% to 95% of the radiated energy occurs. Also, for
average radiated peak power, / r « 1/2 can be used, while /,. sj 1 will often
be used for convenience in calculating the average radiated power.

My theory's corresponding equations for radiation efficiency and power
are [Ref. 3]

\Y\PL) (52)

\Y\PL? (53)

(54)

0 < FD < 1 (55)

where Dietz's and my models each predict their maximum efficiencies and
powers when f&t — 1 and Fr> = 1, so that Dietz's equations are at his "weak"
pulse limit and my equations are at 100% pulse modulation.

And now it is easy to see that Dietz's radiation equations not only do
not scale better than my radiation equations, but that both sets of equations
scale exactly the same in their parameters, and only differ slightly in their
coefficients! Further, the numerical difference in the coefficients is small,
going as

95 f f

'/rsLDIETZ ~ o_2 172 7/rsLD!PP — 1-UOUO 2 7?rsLDipP 1^0;

Tre3

which, when each theory's maximum predicted radiation quantities are com-
pared at f&t — FQ — 1, is only a difference of 1.0806.

'Maximum' Rep-Rated Single Pulses

In this subsection, I explore a simple steady-state use of Dietz's equations
where I derive the approximate maximum continuotis radiated power and
efficiency possible from his equations. At the beginning, I would like to
introduce a note of caution. While Dietz's papers rigorously develops the
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'Maximum' Rep-Rated Single Pulses

radiated frequency spectrum of single pulses, this subsection primarily derives
an approximate maximum repetition rate for generating the pulses one after
the other. Further, it is later assumed in the natural parameter graphs, that
the pulse widths are large enough so that the approximate maximum rep-
rated frequency, referred to as i>n, is also the primary or dominant frequency
component of the generated radiation.

Dietz's equations radiate power for the entire orbit of the pulsed photo-
electrons. Maximum continuous radiation will occur by continuously pulsing
the light source at the maximum single-pulse rep rate possible. If Dietz's
model had been a single rigid charge sheet, then the orbit period would ap-
proach To, or 2<max, as f&t approaches zero. However, Dietz uses an infinite
number oi charge sheets in his model, with widely varying orbit periods that
are largely independent of /AI, the initial emitted pulse duration. Also, the
first emitted charge sheet has an infinite period, while the last emitted charge
sheet has an orbit period, To, that is too fast to allow the rest of the charge
sheets to return to the conducting surface before the next pulse would be
initiated. Therefore some other metric must be used to determine the ap-
proximate orbit period that 'best' describes all the orbits in a maximally
rep-rated sense.

To pick an arbitrary single 'best' orbit period describing all of the orbit
periods, I calculate that the expectation value of Ez for an infinite number
of emitted charge sheets is (Ez) = Ez/2, where Ez is the normal electric
field value seen by the last emitted charge sheet. As mentioned in a previ-
ous subsection, the charge sheet which experiences half of the value of Ez
that the nearest charge sheet experiences is the middle charge sheet. So the
middle charge sheet experiences the average of all of the Ez fields experi-
enced by all of the charge sheets. Hence the middle charge sheet orbit will
then be used as the 'best1 single orbit value that approximates the orbits
of all of Dietz's charge sheets. Then Tn = 2TD can be used to construct a
single-pulse, rep-rated frequency for use with Dietz's single-pulse radiation
equations, where the pulse length is still described by Atp = 2/At<max- This
use of the middle charge sheet approximately models a maximally rep-rated
set of pulses because charge sheets emitted after the middle sheet will still be
returning as the next pulse starts to emit. So while using the middle charge
sheet orbit period, 27D, is a better approximation of all the orbits than that
obtained by using the nearest charge sheet orbit period, To, it is still emitting
the pulses at a slightly optimistic, or maximum, rep rate. In summary, it is
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DIETZ TO DIPP NOTATION CONVERSIONS

possible to use Dietz's previous single-pulse radiation equations, rep-rated as
a steady stream of single pulses that are fired one after another, and which
by adjusting f&t, can be emitted as narrow as desired (if radiation spectrum
broadening is neglected).

To determine the approximate maximum rep-rated frequency, i/m let

Z S 27b
1 (58)

^ 'max

where (59)

(60)

As such, / r < 2 can be used with this definition of u^. Substituting Eq. (44)
for Afp finally derives the approximate maximum rep-rated single-pulse fre-
quency as

J'rr =

O 3

(62)

How does Dietz's !/„ compare to my theory's natural frequency, fnat-
From my theory [Ref. 3], vn&l was derived to be

( 6 4 )

again, setting f&t = 1 to compare Dietz's maximum vn to my vn&l results in

urrD1ETZ = -^=-ynatD1PP = 0.7071 ll/natDIpp (65)

and it is seen that Dietz's maximum rep-rated single-pulse frequency scales
exactly as my continuous, sinusoidal, 'natural' modulation frequency. In fact,
only the coefficients vary, and as seen above, the variation is small.
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Summary of Important Converted Equations

Note that if the maximum rep-rated single-pulse frequency, un, is ex-
ceeded, a new rep rate based on the expectation value of the total emitted
current will be achieved in steady state. However, this violates the equations
as Dietz derived them for single, "weak" pulses and so the predicted powers
and vn would need different radiation equations to find, or perhaps new ways
of thinking about how Dietz's equations could be applied in that case.

Also of interest is what happens when, the pulses are not maximally rep-
rated. In that case, the power is not being continuously generated since the
rep-rated single pulses are generated and destroyed, with an intervening time
delay, before another pulse is generated. Consequently, optima! continuous
radiation is not being generated, and the 'duty' cycle would be such that
for an actual, non-maximal frequency, the continuous, time-averaged, actual
radiated power becomes

^-iPr). (66)
* actual

^ ^ when (67)

"actual < ^rr (68)

Summary of Important Converted Equations

This subsection simply co'lects all of Dietz's single, rectangular pulse equa-
tions, after they have been converted to my notation and undergone addi-
tional manipulations. Some of the previous derivations and manipulations
created and used the slack variable f&t to simultaneously and easily enforce
the "weak" pulse constraint, which also allowed me to use my independent
UV parameter set to show that Dietz's equations scale the same as my equa-
tions. Other derivations and manipulations have extended the theory to
a steady state, rep-rated theory with an approximate rep-rated frequency,
vn. In addition to presenting the previously developed equations I have also
included in the summary Dietz's equation for average power radiated per
unit solid angle, d(P)/d£l. Dietz's d(P)/d$l equation was easy to derive
from Dietz's (Pr), equation, as it involves a characteristic small-spot, dipole,
sin20 radiation lobe pattern [Ref. 2, p. 37]. Finally, I also list the numerical
values, without the units, that I have calculated for the coefficients. I list the
numerical values to make using the equations easier for the reader. Again,
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these equations and fundamental constants were derived and are expressed
in SI units.

^ s ; (69)

I/4 / A \ I/2

1/2 Ajr3(i

£--*.) f-rr^rr) (72)

(73)

.(.SL-^lAlyW (74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

_ ^ a c t u a l / p v _ _ _ £ r r / p , , ? s x
c i u . I — V - ' r / s — ^ V r / s \>°)

VTT * actual

d(P)/dnmctuai = '^^•d{P)/dn (79)

^actual < frr and V^ = — (80)
I'max

jT = and /A( = -—— where (81)
"max ^'max

0 < /A( < 1 for a "weak" pulse (82)

1/2 < fT < 2 approx., for a single pulse (83)
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Summary of Important Converted Equations

where the constant coefficients for the above equations are defined as follows:

a i =

fl3

/23m t2h2c2V

0 8 H

3.7019 x

9.1642 x

8.6045 x

6.7849 x

5.8109 x

io-2 3

1029

i o -

1O10

(84)

(85)

(86)

(87)

(88)
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Dietz vs. Dipp Equation Comparisons
This section summarizes and compares Dietz's theory equations and my the-
ory equations. First, key equations to be compared will be rewritten in terms
of generalized equations utilizing c*j coefficients and Xi independent param-
eters. Next, the Xi functions will be listed. Note that the Xi independent
parameters are identical between the two theories, and therefore, that the
two theories predict exactly the same UV parameter scaling laws inherent in
the generalized x« independent parameters. Then the a, coefficients, which
represent the differences among the two theories' equations, will be listed
for Dietz and Dipp. Finally the cti coefficients will be tabulated, along with
their ratios. In calculating the ratios, f&t = FD = 1 will be used to show
the ratios of the maximum predictions for radiation and frequency from each
theory. An exception will be made in calculating the ratios for comparing
tmx from each theory, since using f&t = 1/2 and FD = 1 in this comparison
will recover the fact that the fmax calculated by each theory is the same,
while only the constraint conditions vary. Finally, fT = 1 will be used as the
average radiation pulse width.

For comparison purposes, the generalized, analytic, small-spot equations
for both theories can be rewritten concisely as:

d(p)/dn = QIX, (90)
(91)

(92)

(93)
(94)

where the single Xi independent parameters, which match between the two
theories, are:

{Pr).
VrsL

or fnat

= "2X2

- 2X3<
= "5X5

;iY'(PL)2 sin* 6 (95)

X2 = [T:-+.\\2
LY2(PL)> (96)

X3 = [T^-<t>s]\2
LY2(PL) (97)
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and the a, coefficients, which differ between the two theories, are for Dietz's
theory equations:

f2
IM.

Tre3

Mfini

= (o2 ^ U S I T 1 W 6.7849 x l O 7 ^ 1 (101)
\327rmee0/i2c5/ / r / r

/ o2e3 \
= « iTT ^ « w 6.7849 x 107/At (102)

\327rmee0ft2c5/
1/4/A t

1 /2 * 4.3022 x 10-»/Z? / a (103)

and the on coefficients from Dipp's theory [Ref. 3] are:

/ _«3 \
7l » 6.2779 x \Q7Fl (106)

7l w 6.2779 x l O 7 ^ (107)

w 6.0843 x 10~12 (108)
• ' /

3 \ ! / 4

B
 S , , o , I ~ 8.2179 x 1010 (109)

2 771 Cnfl C J

The a, values are concisely displayed and compared in Table 4. Again,
while the E% folds for equivalent charge sheets were found to be calculated
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Table 4: Comparison of Dietz's and Dipp's Coefficients

a,/106

a2/107

a3/107

a4/10~12

a5/1010

Dietz's Coef
8.0989/At//r

6.7849/At//r

6.7849/AJ

4.3022/^t
i/2

5.8109/If

Dipp's Coef
7.4937f£
6.2779FI
6.2779F£

6.0843
8.2179

Dietz/Dipp Ratio

25/!,/(3»r2/rf£) « 1.0808
25/L/(37r2/r^) « 1-0808
25W(3.t2F£) « 1.0808

I/V^TAT^I
/if/v/2^ 0.70711

the same, resulting in equivalent ima* values, the constrained tmax equations,
using different constraints between the two theories, do not directly show
this similarity. But since both theories calculate tmax and </„„ the same
for a given charge sheet, and since any adjustments to both tmax and dmax
cancel out for my simple theory with respect to radiation predictions, then
regardless of any differences in selecting which fmax and dmax charge sheet
was used by the two theories in calculating the radiation, the differences in
the radiation equations' coefficients is probably due mostly to other factors
and differing approximations used in selecting the models and performing
the derivations. One of these probable factors is that Dietz models a square
pulse, versus my using sinusoidal pulses, in deriving the radiation equations.
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Dietz vs. PIC Data Comparisons
This section will demonstrate that Dietz's equations and his scaling laws do
seem to match computational PIC code simulations. Strictly speaking, the
null hypothesis should be tested. The assumption or null hypothesis to test
is that any apparent deviations or differences arising between Dietz's theory
equations and their predictions versus the PIC code simulation data are only
due to random variations from the theory equations' predictions, and are
therefore of an insignificant nature. As such, to within theory and PIC dif-
ferences or 'errors' from each other or from perfect real experiments, some of
which can be estimated from the fits, the theory equations should predict the
PIC data and the PIC data should display the scaling laws inherent in the
theory equations. The null hypothesis can be statistically rejected when there
is significant and unreasonable disagreement between the theory equations
and the PIC data, which could then be considered as different. Accepting or
rejecting the null hypothesis does not claim that the decision is always cor-
rect, just statistically known for a certain error probability, generally chosen
to be 0.05, 0.01, or 0.001, where certain assumptions about the distributions
have also been made. PIC code simulation results should be ideally suited
for testing the theory models, as the PIC code can implement most of the
theory models perfectly, and then simulate them in a fully self-consistent,
nonlinear manner. However, there do exist differences between the theory
models and PIC code simulations, and much like the experimental world,
perfect computational or PIC data are hard f obtain. Even with perfect
model simulation and perfect PIC data, differences still would be expected
to arise due to the PIC code's fully nonlinear, self-consistent computational
solutions versus predictions based solely on simple analytic theory.

Consequently, when comparing Dietz's theory equations to PIC code sim-
ulation data, any careful, well-performed, strict significance testing would
likely reject the null hypothesis unless a good way could be found to identify,
quantify, and eliminate or include all of the total error inherent in both the
theory and PIC predictions when doing the significance calculations. Es-
sentially, using only part of the larger total error by estimating the total
error from just the sample variance of the fit errors increases the likelihood
of rejecting the null hypothesis. So if significance testing of the differences
between the theory and fitted equations is performed using only the variance
of the fitted equation versus PIC code data errors as an estimate of the to-
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tal variance, then significant rejection or borderline acceptance of the null
hypothesis could become definite acceptance if the total errors were known
and accounted for in the testing. Since it is difficult to identify, let alone
quantify, all of the sources of error contributing to the total error, the less
strict goal of these comparisons will be to find at best general, though not
necessarily statistically significant, agreement among the theory equations
and PIC code data with large disagreement expected to occur if the theory
equations and PIC data did not generally agree. So for large disagreements,
one could conclude that either Dietz's theory equations or the PIC data (or
both) are probably different. But if Dietz's equations did generally agree with
the PIC results, then while not proving that the theory equations and PIC
data match or are correct, the general agreement would provide satisfying
additional confidence in Dietz's equations.

Agreement between the PIC code results and theory equations would not
only provide confidence in those results, but would also provide some mea-
sure of confidence that the theoretical and computational results were also
representative enough of actual photoelectron-generated radiation to be use-
ful in predicting and optimizing laboratory experiments. Of course, inherent
differences will exist among theoretical, computational, and laboratory ex-
perimental results, but the simple, ideal theory and PIC results, by showing
agreement, could still provide useful predictions and scaling laws for exper-
imental results. Similar testing of Dietz's theory equations to experimental
data would be needed for more direct confirmation of the usefulness of the
theory scaling laws and predictions with respect to laboratory experiments.

One specific difference I would like to point out now is that the PIC
data were obtained from PIC simulations that were designed to reproduce
a model having multiple, sinusoidally modulated, small-spot, steady-state
or 'resonantly' driven pulses. Yet this paper analyzes Dietz's theory equa-
tions as developed for a single, rectangular, small-spot, "weak" condition
pulse. However, as was just demonstrated in the equation and comparison
summaries, his theory predicts the same scaling laws as my theory, with
only minor deviations in the final predictions due t° slight differences in the
coefficients of the equations. Consequently, fitting the PIC data to the gener-
alized aiXi equations to determine the fitted values of a< should still provide
a, numerical values that are close to Dietz's equations theoretical a, values,
if for no other reason than that Dietz's values are relatively close to Dipp's
theoretical a, coefficients. So, if a great disparity between the numerically
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fitted Q{ coefficients and Dietz's theoretical a, coefficients were found, then
either or both Dietz's (and Dipp's) theory equations or the PIC code data
could be judged to be different.

Since I have already compared my theory results with the PIC results in
a previous paper [Ref. 4], I could simply reference that other paper. But for
completeness in this paper, in this section I will extract, analyze, and compare
some of the key results obtained by curve fitting the PIC data with respect
to the shared theory \i scaling laws. I will start by presenting generalized
PIC, PIC to UV conversion, and UV equations extracted from my theory
versus PIC comparison paper. Then I will present some extracted curve-fit
results for the generalized PIC parameter equations' a1 coefficients. Next
I will convert the PIC fitted a' coefficients to fitted a, coefficients, and in
the process I will also convert Dietz's equations to PIC parameters. Finally,
I will directly compare the fitted a, coefficients with Dietz's theoretical a,
coefficients. I will only convert and compare both the tVr and (PT), PIC fitted
a{ coefficients, as these two coefficients are closely related to all of Dietz's
other coefficients.

From my PIC results paper [R.ef. 4], the generalized PIC fitted equations
for a 100% modulated sinusoidal pulse train, driven at the resonance mod-
ulation frequency ^mod = z/nat, provide maximum power predictions. In PIC
parameters and with primed fitting constants, the generalized PIC fitted
equations for maximum power predictions become

"n.l = a'/?6'0y' (110)

(Pr). = a'Ae'0b'(jy' (111)

where the PIC to UV conversion equations are [Ref. 4]:

^ *£ and 0. =

h e r e

1 ^ (114)
e e

So the corresponding fitted equations, converted to UV parameters [Ref. 4]
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are found to be,

/bi \b'/2 (\LY(PL)\
W = a'ki (f>a) j

(Pr>. = a'kti^--^
t'/2

m6'/l2c'c2(6'+c')

1/2

(115)

(116)

(117)

Table 5 summarizes the fitted a' coefficients for both the absolute and
relative error cost functions, and shows the errors of the fits compared to
the data [Ref. 4]. The generalized PIC parameter equations, Eq. (110) and

Table 5: PIC Code Parameter Fitted Coefficients and Fit Errors
Fitted
Eqn.

"nat

(Pr).

Cost
Func
Fl
F2
Fl
F2

Coef. Value
3.6700 x 10s

3.7172 x 106

74.722
97.261

Absolute Error of Fit
average | std. dev.

-.0392 x 109

.0441 x 109

-12.7 x 10-9

30.0 x 10-9

.178 x 109

.202 x 109

24.1 x 10-9

68.6 x 10~9

Relative Error of Fit
average
.0122

-.000644
.269

-.0253

std. dev.
.0312
.0278
.378
.178

Eq. (Ill), are the generalized theory equations that were curve fitted for
their primed constants with respect to the resonant PIC data. For the fits
in Table 5, only the a' coefficients were fitted, and the rest of the primed
constants were set to my theory values. But since the \i scaling laws that
were fitted match between Dietz and my theory equations, these fits can be
compared to Dietz's a, coefficients.

The cost functions are what the curve-fitting program minimized to de-
termine a'. The Fl cost function is the sum of the square of the absolute
errors, and the F2 cost function is the sum of the square of the relative errors.
Fl is the 'standard' least squares cost function typically seen, though choos-
ing the correct cost function to use in weighting any fit depends upon the
type of error inherent in each data point being fitted. The errors are calcu-
lated as the differences between the PIC data points and the fitted equation
dependent variable values for those points at a given a'.
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Besides showing the fitted a' coefficients for two different error cost func-
tions, the table also summarizes the resulting errors of the fitted equation
versus the PIC data. These errors show various statistics of the fitted equa-
tion versus the data and consist of absolute and relative errors. For these
two types of error, both the average error and the standard deviation are
shown. As an example of how to interpret the absolute errors, these have
units of hertz for i/nat and watts for (Pr)a- Finally, fnat errors are very small,
and are very close to the size of the FFT frequency resolution obtained from
the PIC data!

In order to convert a'nt to a< fit, the theory models and their parameters
should match the PIC run as much as possible for a valid comparison. As the
Xi scaling laws match with my sinusoidal theory model scaling laws, and the
sinusoidal theory models were simulated with the PIC code, the \i scaling
laws, in PIC parameter form, were directly fitted to the PIC data. As such,
the f&t parameter in the c^ coefficients will need to be set to an appropriate
value. The appropriate value was chosen so as to set f&t = 1, and can be
justified in two ways.

1. Setting /&( = 1 causes Dietz's theory and models, and hence predic-
tions, to generally match the PIC simulation models and data that were
fitted.

2. Setting f&t — 1 maximizes Dietz's theory predictions and allows com-
parison with the maximized PIC simulation results as calculated for a
sinusoidal pulse train.

The second reason, which only attempts to compare maximum or optimized
radiation results, does not require a match between the underlying models
used by the theory and PIC simulations.

To gain a better understanding of why /^ ( = 1 was selected for doing
the comparisons requires having specific knowledge about the resonant PIC
data points that have been fitted, as well as knowledge about how the data
points were generated. For example, the PIC simulations were performed
for a continuous, 6.33 ns, 100% sinusoidally modulated and perpendicularly
emitted monoenergetic electron beam. Further, the modulation frequency
m̂od in the PIC simulations was set to match the natural frequency z/nat that

spontaneously occurs when an unmodulated, monoenergetic electron beam
is emitted, normal to the conducting surface, into the simulation vacuum.
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Then the modulation frequency drives the beam at resonance. Therefore,
the maximum radiation at the optimal modulation frequency is generated
by the PIC simulation. I refer to these types of PIC code simulations as
resonance simulations and to the data they create as resonant PIC data.
Finally, the emitted electron current density j is sinusoidally modulated, or
emitted, in time in the PIC code simulation as

3 = 0)[l - cos(27n/mod0] where (118)
(j) = jo/2 and where (119)

"mod = "nat for resonance (120)

Consequently, to make Dietz's theory model approximate the PIC sim-
ulations, or to just compare maximum predicted values, the f&t term in
the a, coefficients should be set to f&t — 1 for the following two reasons.
First, by setting f&t = 1, Dietz's rectangular pulses approximate a 100%
modulated, sinusoidal pulse train, where for resonance, j/motj is set equal to
the approximate maximum, single-pulse, rep-rated frequency vTt. And since
Dietz's emitted charge sheet i/^ was derived for the orbit period of the middle
charge sheet of a single pulse, Dietz's rep-rated pulses at v^ should tend to
loose some discreteness, overlap, and interact with each new pulse to become
less rectangular, and more sinusoidal, on a practical basis. Secondly, the
resonant PIC code simulations represent the maximum radiated power that
can be achieved at a 'best' or maximum frequency. Dietz's theory predicts
its maximum values for vn and (Pr)a at the upper limit of the "weak" pulse
condition, where f&t = 1. So to compare the maximum predicted values
from the PIC simulation data and from Dietz's theory, f&t must be set to
one. In conclusion, in spite of the fact that the underlying nature of the
theory models is different, the theory's models match each other and the
PIC code simulations fairly well, and also allow comparison of maximized
radiation quantities, when /AI = 1 is used for doing the analysis.

The values for a'Rl obtained by curve fitting the resonant PIC simulation
data with respect to the generalized PIC equations, as listed in Table 5, can
now be converted to â  fitted values for comparison purposes. First, Dietz's
*>„• equation will be matched to the PIC fitted equation, and its a'fit coefficient
converted to a PIC fitted Q5 coefficient to compare with Dietz's theoretical
c*5 coefficient. Then this process will be repeated for Dietz's (PT), equation
and Dietz's Q2 coefficient.
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To reproduce the Xs scaling of Dietz's un equation requires that b' —
- 1 / 2 and c' = 1/2. Then the PIC fitted value for the Q 5 coefficient can be
calculated as,

"FT fit = am*! I — - 4>A I ^ I (121)

"rrfit = akt*iX5 - (a5/It2)HtX5 and finally (123)

a 5 fit = (as / I f ) f i t = a ^ * 7.5055 x 1O10 (124)

And to reproduce the \ 2 scaling of Dietz's (Pr)* equation requires that
6' = 2 and c' = 2 (so e' = 2). Then the PIC fitted value for the a2 coefficient
can be calculated as,

= a'Rtk, (£- - ^ X2
LY2(PL)2 (125)

so (126)
me

fi. = a^fc,xa = ( 0 4 ^ X2 and finally (127)
^ fit

fit = ( 0 4 ^ ) = flfit^i » 2.4764 x 108 (128)
V fit

From the above derivations, setting fT = f&t = 1, and noting that
«i Dietz = aDietz^i, Dietz's theory equations, Eq. (75) and Eq. (76), or Eq. (91)
and Eq. (94), converted from UV to PIC code parameters, are

!/„ = a7 /T1 / 2( j)1 / 2 (129)

(Pr). = asA
202(j)2 (130)

/ - ^ 2.8779 x 10-/tf (131)

a8 S ^ f « 26.648^ (132)

Having converted the values of afit to UV parameters and their corre-
sponding a, fit values, I have summarized those values in Table 6. Table 6
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Table 6: Comparison of Dietz's and PIC a. Coefficients
Dietz
Eqn.

"rr

(Pr).

PIC
Fitted a'

3.7172 x 106

97.261

PIC
Fitted a,

7.5055 x 1010

2.4764 x 108

Dietz
Theory a,-

5.8109 x lO10/^2

6.7849 x 107/£(//r

Dietz/PIC
a, Ratio

0.77422
0.27398

also shows the ratios of Dietz's maximum theoretical e*{ coefficients at f&t — 1
(and }T = 1) divided by the corresponding maximum PIC fitted coefficients.
As can be seen from Table 6, and from a discussion of similar differences in
my PIC results paper, the differences between Dietz's theory equations and
the PIC data are not substantial enough to suggest general disagreement.
However, I believe the above comparisons primarily compare maximum gen-
erated radiation quantities from Dietz's theory and the PIC code. Next, I
will compare Dietz's equation with PIC results for radiation generated by
self-oscillation, which should agree much better with Dietz's theory models.

Table 7, instead of comparing the maximum radiation predictions for
the theory and PIC code as in Table 6, compares the self-oscillation gen-
erated radiation with Dietz's theory predictions. As presented in my PIC

Table 7: Comparison of Dietz's and PIC a' Coefficients
Dietz
Eqn.

PIC
Fitted a'

3.7172 x 106

29.024

Dietz
Theory a,

5.8109 x 101O/A (
2

6.7849 x WfiJfr

Dietz
Theory a'

2.8779 x lO6/^2

26.648/£(//r

Dietz/PIC
a' Ratio

0.77422
0.91814

results paper, I fitted the (Pr)3 equation to only the radiation generated by
the collective photoelectron self-oscillation arising from continuous, constant,
small-spot beam emission off of the conducting plate. These constant beam-
emission, self-oscillation PIC code simulations do model Dietz's theory of a
single, small-spot, rectangular "strong" pulse, except that the PIC code simu-
lation continued to simulate the emitted pulse past the analytic limit of where
the electron sheets start crossing. As a consequence, a steady-state situation
was reached where the electron sheath exhibited self-oscillation that gener-
ated radiation. This unmodulated steady-state oscillation was not driven
at resonance by an external source and is similar to a pulse train of maxi-
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mally rep-rated single, "weak11 pulses. In fact, since Dietz's equations were
carefully derived for single pulses, they should not include resonance, and
should be a better predictor of the self-oscillation generated radiation than
of the resonance generated radiation. That Dietz's equations should pre-
dict self-oscillation generated radiation appears to be supported by the fitted
self-oscillation generated radiation data, where the fitted a' values of the
{PT)a equation using the Fl and F2 cost functions were 24.170 and 29.024
respectively, with an average of 26.750 for all five cost functions.

In conclusion, there are many potential sources of differences between the
theory and PIC simulation results, some of which I have listed below.

1. A coarse grid was used in the PIC simulations, and preliminary PIC
simulation studies seem to indicate that as the computational grid is
made coarser (with an automatically recalculated, fixed percentage of
the Courant condition, increase in the allowed time step), the postpro-
cessor calculated radiated power increases, even though other simula-
tion parameters are held constant.

2. The postprocessor calculated radiated power was calculated in the time-
domain over all frequencies and then averaged in time, and does not rep-
resent only the i/nttt frequency component of the total radiated power.

3. The PIC code, while implementing many theory models exactly, imple-
mented some theory models better, and some models differently such
as the single, rectangular, "weak" pulse Dietz modeled versus the PIC
simulations that used both a constant injected (j) "strong" pulse that
self-oscillates and a sinusoidally modulated current density pulse train
to approximate a maximally rep-rated "weak" pulse train.

4. Postprocessor calculated radiation frequency and PIC code electron
orbit parameters are hardly affected by changes in the computational
grid coarseness.

5. Even if the theory correctly modeled the PIC simulations, the simple
analytic, linear theory results cannot be expected to exactly agree with
the full nonlinear PIC simulation results, and the fitted scaling laws
and constants would reflect any differences.
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6. The errors of the fits generally reflect the errors estimated for the fitted
data, as occurs for fnat with respect to FFT box width considerations.

7. PIC simulation results can 'drift' when one to two million steps are
used in the simulation, as was required for these PIC simulations.

8. If the PIC data and theory scaling laws did not generally agree, then
substantial disagreement from the theory could easily cause much worse
curve fits than were actually achieved.

Therefore, the results and comparisons presented in the tables should have
and would show inherent differences when using careful significance testing
unless all sources of 'error' are identified, quantified, and removed or included
in the comparisons. Yet, with all of the potential sources of error, good
general agreement between the theory and PIC code simulation results has
still been demonstrated. Consequently, the theory equations and scaling laws
ere tentatively supported by the PIC simulation data that currently exist and
appear to be useful for making predictions and for optimizing photoelectron-
generated radiation.
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Optimization via Natural Parameters
This section will convert Dietz's theory equations from laboratory parameters
to natural parameters so that his equations can more easily be used and opti-
mized. Previously I converted Dietz's theory equations to my laboratory pa-
rameters, showed that the resulting equations compared very favorably with
my theory equations, and that Dietz's equations were generally supported
by the PIC code simulation data. Having established confidence in Dietz's
equations, it is now important to be able to easily use these equations. So in
order to understand, make predictions with, and optimize Dietz's equations,
I will rewrite them in terms of my 'natural' parameter set. Primarily, these
natural parameters are so useful because they allow me to reduce the num-
ber of parameters to graph and simultaneously solve. Consequently, these
natural parameters greatly increase the amount of UV parameter space that
can simultaneously be analyzed, as they do not require setting constant most
of the UV parameters being investigated. By requiring a minimum of free
parameters to be treated as constants, these 'natural' parameter equations,
when graphed, can then be used to simultaneously 'solve' Dietz's system of
equations, uniquely in natural parameter space, for most UV parameter rela-
tionships. In short, this section will first convert Dietz's equations to natural
parameters, and will then graph all of the equations and show how they can
be used, without violating model constraints, to understand, predict, and
optimize Dietz's equations.

The conversion and use of 'natural' parameters to simplify using Dietz's
theory equations is based on the same techniques I developed and used in
my theory paper [Ref. 3]. As such, and since Dietz's theory equations match
my theory equations so well, most of the rest of this paper summarizes the
same topics presented in my paper for understanding, using, and optimiz-
ing the theory equations, having been slightly modified ..or Dietz's equations
and briefly included in this paper for completeness. The graphical use of
Dietz's natural parameter equations for optimization subject to basic model
and user constraints works well for cases where AL and <f>, are held con-
stant, and as such is a special case of the more general optimization process.
However, the optimization trends seen in various rearrangements of Dietz's
system of equations, as discussed at the end of this section, show some of
the more complex general optimization trends inherent in the entire system
of equations. But these special case trends do not solve the actual general
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optimization process when subjected to user and model constraints. There-
fore, the reader is advised to refer to the discussion and computer programs
presented in my theory paper before actually using Dietz's equations to do
general mathematical programming, or optimization, that includes both user
and model constraints. My theory paper develops the model constraints, gen-
eral optimization process, and computer program needed to find the general
optimization solutions. Due to the high degree of similarity between the
natural parameter equations of the two theories, changing the values of the
natural parameter equation coefficients in the computer programs to Dietz's
natural parameter equation coefficient values should be the only program
changes necessary to optimize Dietz's theory equations. Finally, in using the
programs, the user only needs to then apply the natural parameter definitions
for Dietz's theory when inputing natural parameter values into the programs,
and when interpreting and using the natural parameter output generated by
the programs.

Conversion to Natural Parameters

1 begin the conversion process with the definition of the natural parameters
for Dietz's equations. Perhaps the easiest way of thinking about the natural
parameters is to imagine that they are a carefully selected set of 'mega-
parameters' chosen to represent logical and practical UV parameter
groupings that create a largely decoupled set of 2-D, y versus x
equations that must be solved simultaneously. This set of 2-D
graphs can then be plotted as a multiscale nomogram, which when
read vertically, solves those parameters simultaneously. As such, I
will define the mega-parameters as x and y,-, where each parameter is itself
an equation made up of several UV parameters. For instance, the natural
parameter x is a logical grouping of the laboratory parameters !/„ and A,
which combine to determine the diffraction of a radiating spot. The complete
natural parameter definitions for Dietz's equations are:

Ar = AL (133)

<t>s = <t>* (134)

x = v^A = {Ut/2Atp)
2A (135)

J/i - Y(PL)Ut (136)
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2/2 s ^-fr/s[n26 (137)

2/3 = (Pr)Jr (138)

(139)

Substituting the above definitions into Dietz's converted, summarized UV
equations, and solving for y, as a function of the independent parameters \L,
4>a, and x results in the following natural parameter equations,

• 3 (£-••) *2 (142)

3/2

AL x (143)

By replacing the coefficients with their numerical values, Dietz's theory
equations converted to natural parameters finally become,

j/i « 2.9615 x 10~22 I j - - 4>s\ YX (144)

i/2 « 7.1032 x 10~37 (j-'^'l x2 (145)

/ , \ 2

j/3 « 5.9507 x 10~36 I j - - <S>A x2 (146)

/ , \ 3/2

j/4 as 2.0094 x 10~14 I T 1 - ^ 1 A t i (147)

Note that even though these equations are written in terms of x, which
means in terms of &„, they alsc apply to a single pulse. In fact, all of
the radiation equations are still inherently single pulse equations, and vn is
simply a way of understanding approximately how often the single pulses can
be maximally rep rated as a continuous pulse train. So for any equation
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invoking vn, when 'applied' to a single pulse at a given vn frequency, the
reader may prefer to think in terms of *max of the electron orbit dynamics.
If so, vn can be converted to £max as tm&x = 1/(41/,,.), so that the natural
parameter x can also be defined as x = /4/(16t^,BX). As previously presented,
2<m»x = To, SO tmax refers to the half orbit period of the last emitted charge
sheet from an incident pulse of length Atp, or equivalently, to the half orbit
period of a single rigid charge sheet containing all of the Atp emitted charge.
Using the definition of f±t, a more useful single-pulse definition of x can be
written in terms of the incident pulse duration A<p, as x = j4/£ t/(4Atp).
Further, note that while the actual predicted single-pulse T/reL is well defined,
the single-pulse average radiated power depends on the radiated pulse width
picked, in terms of / r , for avera^'; g the power. Generally, 1/2 < fT < 2
should give useful single radiation pulse widths. Also, pulsing the incident
power pulse train at less than vn will decrease the radiated power when
averaged over the entire pulse train duration time, though the single-pulse
radiated power and efficiency is unaffected by decreasing the pulse train rep
rate. In short, the single-pulse Tf^u and tmax parameters are well defined by
Dietz's original equations, while the parameters for vn and radiated power
are approximations using Dietz's original equations, where any faults in the
approximations are mine and are not due to Dietz's original equations.

Natural Parameter Graphs

This subsection will present and discuss Dietz's equations as displayed in the
form of natural parameter graphs. These graphs will be constructed for the
two cases presented in my theory paper [Hef. 3], where two of the natural
parameters shown in Table 8 are set constant for the graphs, while the x and
j/i parameters can vary. These cases explore Dietz's theory predictions for
the case of a typical real metal and for the case of a very optimistic metal. So
while the graphs will be for only two cases, those two cases allow the reader
to span an interesting parameter range when using the graphs.

The natural parameter equations for case 1 reduce to:

yx = 6.4211 x 10-16x (148)

2/2 = 1.2575 x 10~ 3 V (149)

j/3 = 1.0535 x 1 ( T 3 V (150)

y4 = 1.6406 x 10~2Ox (151)
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Table 8: Two Cases used in Natural
Case Number | Case eVJ, || Xt,

Case 1
Case 2

1.3305 || 532.0 x 10~9

0.46106 || 266.0 x 10~9

Parameter Graphs

t.
1.0
4.2

X

variable
variable

Vi

variable
variable

and the natural parameter equations for case 2 are:

yi = 7.5598 x lO" 1 6! (152)

y2 = 1.5100 x 1 0 " 3 V (153)

j/3 = 1.2650 x 1 0 - 3 V (154)

1/4 = 1-6733 x 1 0 " 2 1 x (155)

Both of these cases are graphed in Fig. 1. For dynamic range and sim-
plicity, the graph uses logarithmic scales. Note that the graph in Fig. 1 has
the form of a set of scales representing the dependent parameters j / , all plot-
ted versus a single x scale. However, a graphical representation of a set of
simultaneous equations provides a unique mapping among all of the natu-
ral parameters varied, and the independent and dependent parameters can
be chosen arbitrarily by the graph's user. Therefore the natural parameter
equations, when graphed simultaneously, allow researchers using the graph
to select from the parameters varied a set of independent variables that suits
their needs.

The graph in Fig. 1 displays the optimum, or maximum, radiation and
efficiencies that, can be achieved for the two cases, because:

1. Dietz's theory was developed for monoenergetic, perpendicular photo-
electron emission, simple yield and work functions, perfect conductors
in perfect vacuum, and as analyzed in this paper a simple rectangu-
lar pulse which together should provide an estimate of the upper limit
on the maximum radiation that it is possible to generate from a pure
photoelectric effect.

2. The graph in Fig. 1 solves the simultaneous equations for the approx-
imate, maximum, rep-rated single-pulse frequency, !/„, thereby gener-
ating the approximate maximum continuous radiation. Of course, this
graph also applies for a single pulse with imax = l/(4t/n.), and to less
than optimally rep-rated pulses by using Eqs. (78), (79), and (80).
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Figure 1: Theory natural parameter nomogram for Dietz's small-spot, rect-
angular pulses showing the relationship among the natural parameters and
model constraints.
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3. Setting 6 = 0opt = 90 degrees optimizes the small-spot d(P)/<ftl with
respect to 6.

4. The graph not only allows optimization of a typical case, but also allows
optimization of an optimistic case as well.

As such, in addition to providing predictions and optimizing parameter se-
lection, the graph can also be used to provide approximate upper bounds
on both the maximum radiation and maximum light-to-generated radiation
conversion efficiencies that can reasonably be achieved for a nonrelativistic,
small-spot problem having a rectangular pulse and using low-energy (less
than 5.0 eV) photons.

So, Fig. 1 presents a lot of information as a concise, multidimensional,
multiscale nomogram that is read vertically. As mentioned previously, the
nomogram provides a unique mapping among the natural parameters. Con-
straints for constant Ez fields and for no constructive interference based on
the small-spot approximation are both the same as those used on my the-
ory's nomogram [Ref. 3], and have been included on Dietz's graph. These
constraints limit the dynamic range, in terms of x on the graph, to approx-
imately 10n < x < 1016 for both cases. All natural parameter selections
within this range are valid choices for Dietz's theory models and his result-
ing theory equations. One exception is that making the pulse width too small
can cause the primary radiation frequency to change as the pulse's frequency
spectrum broadens.

To use the graph, one selects any one of the natural parameters for a
specific case, and reads off the corresponding values of the other natural
parameters that lie in a vertical line intersecting the initial selected natural
parameter. For example, for case 1, selecting y\ = 10°5 requires setting
x w 10157 to get j/4 ss 10~4 x for optimum radiation at the selected y\ value.
In the case where you have both an x and a j/i value, and you want the most
radiation or best efficiency, you must select the largest value of either x or j/i
that allows both natural parameters to take on permissible values. In other
words, if both parameters are not on a vertical line, then both parameters
cannot be simultaneously optimized under mathematical programming, and
one parameter must be selected at a lesser value. Remember, the scales
should only be read vertically. However, if the two values initially line up
vertically, then the radiation is optimized with respect to both quantities
without wasting excess parameter capability in either natural parameter.
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Figure 2: Graph of the relationship among i , iv, and r. Also displayed on
the graph are scales showing the effect of model constraints iio and x\2 in
selecting valid choices of x, i/n-i and r.

Once you know the values for the natural parameters, it is easy to convert
them to UV parameters. For the previous example, since j/i = Y{Pi)f^t,
letting Y = 0.1 and J^t = 1 requires (PL) = 31.6 watts. Then any desired
maximum rep-rated vn and A can be selected as long as i = v^A = 10157.
For example, if one wanted vn — 2.4 x 109 hertz, then that would require a
spot radius of r = 0.0165 meters. Figure 2 makes selecting appropriate vn

and r values simple and has been included in this paper to simplify working
with the x parameter in Fig. 1. Figure 2 is a graph showing the relationship
among x, !/„, and r, where r is the illuminated spot radius on the conducting
surface. On the graph, r is expressed in meters, and !/„ is expressed as hertz.
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By simply picking values for two of the three parameters, the value of the
other parameter is determined. Or as in the above example, if a certain value
of x is required, then combinations of the v^ and r variables can easily be
scanned to help the user pick the most suitable combination of vn and r.
Note that the constraints shown on Fig. 1 are also shown on Fig. 2 so that
valid parameters can easily be selected when working with both graphs.

For the example being used, once x and j/i are correctly selected and con-
verted, then other corresponding radiation quantities can also be 'decoded'
to UV parameters. For the example being used, 1/4 « 10~41, and is converted
by using the definition of yA listed on Fig. 1 and shown here as,

y< = -1— (156)

rearranging to find the value of ^ L gives,

- Ft/4 (157)

and by using V" = 0.1 from before, then 7/^ RJ 10~51. The example that has
been used was picked for a purpose: it is an optimistic example of the max-
imum light-to-generated radiation conversion efficiency predicted by Dietz's
equations for the optimistic case 1, as calculated near the upper constraint
limit of his model (where yx — 1005, o n « 10157 was used). Note that the
photoelectron yield of Y = 0.1 is orders of magnitude higher than expected
for most real metals when illuminated by low-energy (less than 5.0 eV) pho-
tons, but that the high yield is representative of the optimal yields possible
from typical real metals when illuminated with higher energy, 15 to 20 eV
photons. So the optimistic example gives an indication of the radiation that
can be generated using typical real metals when those metals are illuminated
by 15 to 20 eV photons. The next subsection will discuss in more detail the
optimum Af, considerations and values for optimizing the generated radiation
and radiation conversion efficiency.

Since /A( is a prominent feature of Dietz's single-pulse theory, I will now
discuss its effect on generating radiation via photoelectrons. Previously it
was demonstrated that Dietz's single-pulse equations do not scale better in
the independent parameters used for predicting radiation than do those same
parameters when used for predicting radiation from continuous, sinusoidally
modulated pulses. But fr and /&( are unique to Dietz's theory equations,
and were not developed in my theory equations, so their effect on efficiency
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and power must be looked at in this paper. For one, fr is not actually a free
parameter, and it has a characteristic value that, for a single pulse, generally
ranges somewhere between 1/2 to 2 in value. Next, by increasing /AI to a
maximum value of one, while holding Y and j/i (and consequently x) constant
on Fig. 1, results in finding the minimum (PL) possible, with respect to /AI ,
for a specific Y and 77rsL. In addition, increasing /AI to a maximum value of
one, while holding Y and (PL) constant on Fig. 1, maximizes the values of
J?rsL, {Pr)a, J/i, and x that are possible with respect to f&t- Basically then, one
can try using more powerful, shorter input power pulses, while maintaining a
constant total light-to-generated radiation conversion efficiency by decreasing
/AJ while holding Y and y\ constant, or one can increase /A< and j/i while
holding Y and (PL) constant, in order to increase both the radiated power
and total light-to-generated radiation conversion efficiency but only until f&t

reaches its maximum value of one.
Finally, let us explore the above result where varying the pulse width

parameter f&,t for a constant value of Y and yi (or x) did not affect, either
negatively or positively, the efficiency of the generated radiation. This result
can be seen by fixing x, which for a given value of the illuminated spot area
A effectively sets to a constant the electron orbit quantity tmax. As such, to
maintain a constant x as f&t decreases from a maximum value of one, then
the vertical value of j/i for a given x must also remain constant. Therefore,
as /A* decreases, and assuming Y of the conducting surface should not be
changing, then (Pi) must correspondingly increase. Since x does not change,
the parameters y2 and 3/3 remain constant and unaffected by a decrease in
/A«. SO by decreasing f&t while holding j/x constant, the radiation conversion
efficiency remains constant. Also, when f&t = 1, the pulse requires the least
power but the longest emitted pulse duration allowed by the "weak" pulse
condition for a given x or yi value. Generally, other physics, equipment,
and environment considerations would need to be considered and traded-off
in selecting an optimal pulse width value for /A( . But perhaps shortening
the duration of the input pulse and increasing its power, to create a shorter
radiation pulse, with a broader radiation frequency spectrum, even with a
constant 77,^, will prove to be useful when the various trade-offs are investi-
gated.
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Optimization Trends and Recommendations

To optimize Dietz's theory equations for maximum radiation and efficiency
requires the user to understand and exploit the trends inherent in the com-
bined scaling laws for the entire system of equations as seen in the natural
parameter equations and, partially, in Fig. 1. Consequently, besides making
specific predictions, Fig. 1 also allows the user to understand and optimize
Dietz's system of equations for specific cases of constant Ax, and <j>s by show-
ing many of the trends in the combined scaling laws. This understanding of
the trends in the combined scaling laws helps the user to optimize param-
eters of interest. For instance, the Fig. 1 nomogram shows that for a fixed
case having constant \i and <̂>3, as x and j/i increase, then j / 2 , 2/3, and j / 4

also increase. In other words, the maximum possible radiation and radiation
conversion efficiency occur by maximizing the values possible for //„., A, Y,
(PL), and /A* that make up x and j/i. In addition, from the natural param-
eter equations it is seen that the values possible for A{, and $, need to be
minimized to maximize the possible small-spot photoelectron-generated ra-
diated power and the total light-to-generated radiation conversion efficiency.
Decreasing \i and <f>3 also cause j/i to increase, but this should not pose a
problem when using typical metals and photons having energies less than 15
to 20 eV. Also, one should set 0 = 6opi — 90 degrees for maximum d(P)/dft.
The proportionality constant fr is not an adjustable free parameter and is
adjustable only in the sense that its exact value, based on some specific pulse
width definition, generally ranges from between 1/2 to 2 in value. So for the
example nomogram, with Â , and <f>3 held constant, y4 oc i and j/i oc x, both
increasing linearly with respect to the natural parameter x, and optimiza-
tion is easy to understand. Of course model and experimental constraints,
as well as other physics and environmental considerations, would need to be
considered and traded-off in selecting an optimal set of useful experimental
parameters. In summary, for Fig. 1 and its equations, increasing j/i, y2, 2/3,
and 2/4 can be accomplished by increasing x, decreasing A/,, and decreasing (f>s.

Similarly, the same natural parameter equations used for the nomogram
can be rearranged in terms of new independent parameters, such as A ,̂, <f>s,
and j/i to see new relationships. Of course a graph in hyperspace that simul-
taneously varies all of the parameters is unique, but rearranging the equations
can show new information when such a complex graph of all relationships is
not possible. If, for the system of newly rearranged equations, \i and (f>, are
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then held constant, then y4 oc 2/1 and x oc yx.
But when the optimization of y4 is performed with respect to either A/,

or (f>a, the optimization becomes more complicated. With respect to «/>a, y4

increases as cj>, decreases, and when Ar, and x are held constant then t/i also
increases as <t>3 is decreased, but when XL and j/i are held constant then x
decreases as (f)s is decreased. Last and most interesting is how j/4 is optimized
with respect to XL and has two behaviors depending on which other natural
parameters are held constant. First, when <j>3 and x are held constant, then
both 3/4 and y\ increase as XL is decreased. As an example, one could hold
<f>s, x = v^A, A, Y, and fAt constant, while decreasing A^ to increase the
emitted photoelectron energy, thereby requiring (PL) to be increased so that
j/rr and imax remain constant as the conversion efficiency increases. Secondly,
and unlike most of the previous optimizations that called for continuous
increases and decreases in various natural parameters to increase 3/4, when
(f>3 and j/i are held constant, and yA is optimized with respect to A ,̂ it is seen
that 1/4 has a global maximum, resulting in j / 4 , A ,̂ and x each having an
optimum value. This global maximum exists because the equation used for
maximizing 1/4, holding <f>, and J/I constant, is a parabola with respect to XL-
Lastly, this global 2/4 maximum is potentially useful because it occurs at an
optimum XL that always produces photoemission.

The primary equations describing the optimum theoretical values of A/,,
x, and 2/4 when 4>a and y\ are held constant and y4 is maximized with respect
to A/, are

^ - 1 J <'58»

< I 6 0 )

which can be derived directly by using the rearranged system of equations
having independent parameters A ,̂ <£s, and y\. Another way to derive the
above results involves using the rearranged system of equations but let-
ting At = f\bi/<j>3, where for finite photoelectron emission to occur, 0 <
f\ < 1. In the latter case, the equation for j/4 can then be written as
j/4 = a46,(/,\ — f\)yx/(t>s, and the 2/4 maximum with respect to /,\ occurs
at f\ = 1/2, resulting in an optimum XL — 6i/(2^,), as previously listed.
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The maximum y4 values, using the optimum XL condition that was just
derived, are obtained by using XL photon energies that are twice as large as
the conductor's work function, and that cause a model photoelectron to be
emitted with an energy level that is equal to the value of the conductor's work
function. For instance, a value of <j> = 1.0 eV would require hvL = 2.0 eV
(or 620 nm) and would emit a 1.0 eV idealized photoelectron. And a value
of (j> — 4.2 eV would require hvL = 8.4 eV (or 148 nm) and would emit
a 4.2 eV idealized photoelectron. Since many typical real metals have work
functions ranging from approximately 4.0 to 6.0 eV, the theory indicates that
it would be best to use optimum XL values ranging from approximately 155
to 100 nm respectively. Of course, other factors may diminish the value of
generating and using these higher energy, UV wavelengths. So when doing
genera/optimization, using the optimum At = bi/(2<f>,) for a given (j)s can be
investigated, but it may not generally result in any practical advantage, espe-
cially if the optimum XL is itself impractical or when enforced constraints and
the general optimization process act to find constrained or feasible solutions
where fx / 1/2.

Some of the major optimization trends based upon Dietz's system of equa-
tions were presented, but until model constraints and user constraints are
defined and imposed, which of the trends dominates for a given set of con-
straints cannot be known for the general optimization process, nor -an the
feasible optimum solution set of natural parameters be determined. There-
fore, the various model constraints need to be explored, quantified, and dis-
cussed in detail. However, since Dietz's theory compares favorably with my
theory, the reader is encouraged to reference my theory paper [Ref. 3] for a
discussion of my theory model constraints, the general optimization process,
and available Fortran optimization programs. The discussion of my theory
mode! constraints, the general optimization process, and available Fortran
optimization programs is generally applicable to understanding and using
Dietz's results, with minor modifications to use Dietz's theory equations in
the programs and in using the slightly different natural parameter definitions
based on Dietz's theory equations.

How does this discussion of optimization trends and general optimization
affect using the Fig. 1 nomogram and what do the Fig. 1 nomogram results
mean? Figure 1 is a special case of the general optimization process since
it sets XL and <j>3 to constant values in the equations. Although the model
constraints are not fully discussed in this paper, Fig. 1 was drawn for cases
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producing nonrelativistic photoemission and also includes scales for two of the
most limiting model constraints, so that when using the nomogram, the user
can avoid parameters for which the theory models and equations are invalid.
Consequently on Figs. 1 and 2, both the infinite, 2-D, charge sheet model
approximation that resulted in constant Ez constraint xio, as well as the
small-spot model approximation upper limit constraint x\2, were included
to facilitate choosing feasible solutions. It is now a simple matter to use
Figs. 1 and 2 for the system of theory equations and constraints to create
valid theory predictions of the maximum small-spot radiation powers and
conversion efficiencies for the two specific cases. Simply determine where
the maximum x and j/i occur that do not violate the model constraints, and
use the maximum overlap value. In general, if a Fig. 1 type nomogram is
constructed where the constant values for A£, and <j>, are chosen to produce
nonrelativistic photoemission, and where the primary model constraints are
drawn on the graph and are not subsequently violated, the nomogram will
allow the user to find optimal feasible solutions for the special case where Xi
and <{>„ are set constant for the experiment.

So whether making specific predictions or optimizing various parameters
under different constraints, Fig. 1 and the natural parameter equations it is
based on both provide an easy way to understand, use, and explore the opti-
mization trends for the nonrelativistic, small-spot, rectangular, single-pulse
and continuously rep-rated theory equations. Further, the specific optimiza-
tion process discussed for Fig. 1 provides a foundation for building a general
optimization program that varies all of the A ,̂ $4, x, and T/I inputs when
searching for a maximum cost function result, such as y4, while enforcing
the model and user constraints. It is only in this general optimization pro-
cess that all of the optimization trends or scaling law behaviors inherent in
the full theory system of equations, as seen through various rearrangements
of the theory system of equations, and which would create a unique graph
in hyperspace, can potentially express themselves subject to the constraints
determining feasible regions of the hyperspace.

Consequently, general optimization or general mathematical program-
ming would find that to maximize j / 4 subject to varying constraints, where
Xi, is always allowed to vary, that sometimes the derived 'optimum' Xi would
maximize y4, while for other constraints, values of Xi less than or greater than
the derived optimum A/,, between and including the minimum or maximum
constrained range values imposed on A ,̂ would produce the maximum j / 4 . In
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short, \i or any of the other natural parameters could take on practically any
value in a generalized search for a maximized y4 when subjected to various
sets of constraint conditions. Therefore, the reader is strongly encouraged to
modify and run the program in Appendix B of my theory paper [Ref. 3] to
determine actual general optimized t/4 feasible parameters when model and
experimental constraints are to be considered, as essential model constraints
are enforced by the program, and natural parameter constraints on Xi, <̂ ,,
x, and yi can be easily input into the program as well. The program also
dumps, as a diagnostic, the optimized value of /.\, which due to the various
constraints, may not optimize to a value of /.\ = 1/2 even when <j>s and 1/1 are
held constant, let alone when those parameters are allowed to vary as well
when searching for an optimum constrained z/4.

Finally, what are the current limitations on, and potential ways of increas-
ing, the generated radiation and radiation conversion efficiency? One of the
worst factors is the low photoelectron yield of typical real metals when exposed
to low-energy photoelectrons. The low V values directly degrade the amount
of efficiency possible, as seen in the expression for the natural variable y4,
where j / 4 = n^^/Y. Another problem is that the low Y also makes it difficult
to maximize the generated radiation and radiation conversion efficiency by
making it difficult to reach, let alone surpass, the small-spot constraint X\2

upper limit for j/i = Y{Pi)f^t. Ideally then, to dramatically increase the
radiated power and conversion efficiencies for typical real metals, the pho-
ton energies of the source must be increased so that Y, and hence the y4

and j/i values, can be increased while maintaining reasonable powers. The
problem is that generating higher energy photons or using a photon source
with higher energy photons may not be practical, and that even if it were
practical, the theory itself would not be able to accurately model and opti-
mize the resulting large-spot radiated powers and efficiencies that could be
generated However, the theory can be used up to the small-spot upper limit,
and as previously discussed, radiated powers and efficiencies should continue
to observe the small-spot theory trends and therefore continue to increase
when starting to enter into the large-spot region.

In choosing a value for Â ,, it is useful to ask if there exists an optimum
experimental value of Xi that should be exploited to maximize r)nhi the to-
tal light-to-generated radiation conversion efficiency? It would appear that
there is an optimum range of experimental photon energies for various typical
real metals. From published results, it appears that for typical real metals
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the photoelectron yield values rapidly increase up to a maximum of approx-
imately 0.1 through 0.3 as Xi reaches 83 to 50 nm, or about 15 to 25 eV
photon energies, and then begin to slowly decline. And depending upon
the metal (such ass stainless steel and aluminum), even 12 to 13 eV photons
can generate yield values above 0.1. Interestingly, the above optimum ex-
perimental values for the photon energies that maximize photoelectron yield
almost overlap the corresponding optimum theoretical values for the Xi pho-
ton energies that maximize y4, where maximizing j/4 essentially maximizes
J7raL. The derived optimum theoretical values for Xi would require photon
energies of 8.0 to 12.0 eV for typical real metals having <j> values ranging
from 4.0 to 6.0 eV so as to produce emitted photoelectrons having 4.0 to
6.0 eV energies. Further, the optimum theoretical values for Xi were derived
from the theory equations for perpendicularly emitted photoelectrons, so real,
non-perpendicularly emitted photoelectrons generated from 12 to 25 eV pho-
tons would have perpendicular energy components that are even closer to the
optimum theoretical, perpendicularly emitted, photoelectron energy values.
Even so, the primary advantage to be gained comes from using the optimum
experimental values of At to increase Y, which will then help to increase both
y4 and y\. Consequently, the optimum experimental values for the photon
energies should be used, along with photon source powers (Pi) that cause
j/i to reach (and surpass) the small-spot limit, and by using corresponding
values of x = i/^A as well, so that 77^ conversion efficiencies greater than
10~5, as presented in the optimized case 1 example worked in this paper,
should then be possible for many useful real metals.

In conclusion, several recommendations are made with respect to opti-
mizing the radiated power and conversion efficiency. First, general optimiza-
tion considering all model and user constraints is necessary for making valid
predictions, and simple modifications to the program listed in my theory
paper will allow general optimization of Dietz's theory equations. Secondly,
as previously discussed, photon energies of 15 to 20 eV should be used as
these energies produce optimal photoelectron yields for typical real metals.
Lastly, it appears that constraint i 1 2 should be violated in order to continue
increasing the values of generated radiation and efficiency. The constraint
can be violated, and the problem then becomes a 'large-spot' problem where
significant diffraction effects occur, and where the small-spot theory equa-
tions do not apply. However, even though the small-spot theory equations
describing radiation begin to break down upon entering the large-spot re-
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gion, the increases in radiation efficiency and power should continue, for a
while at least, into the large-spot region. So parameters extending into the
large-spot region should be considered and used, if feasible. If the above
recommendations are satisfied, the theory predicts that the radiated power
and conversion efficiencies can be optimized so that typical real metals should
produce efficiencies that meet and exceed 77^ = 10~5. In summary, using
photon energies of 15 to 20 eV and x and J/J values surpassing the small-spot
limit should dramatically improve the photoelectron-generated radiation and
conversion efficiency possible for typical real metals.
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Conclusions
The research in this paper was performed primarily to compare, use, and
optimize Dietz's theory equations, and I tried to achieve clarity and ease of
use to help make it a practical, beneficial, and coherent product. As such, I
have rewritten Dietz's equations in terms of the same independent parameters
used in my theory paper. If quoted independent parameter scaling laws
are to be meaningful when compared, they must be quoted in terms of the
same set of independent parameters. So by rewriting Dietz's equations in
terms of my UV parameters, using my independent parameter set, the scaling
laws of the two theories were able to be directly compared. As for clarity,
when writing down various systems of simultaneous equations, all dependent
parameters were written in terms of the same arbitrary set of independent
parameters. In this way, the reader can more easily see the total effect
on all the parameters in a system of equations, when one or more of the
parameters in that system of equations is changed. For additional clarity
and whenever possible, constraint equations were incorporated more directly
into the system of equations, as appropriately normalized slack variables. As
for ease of use, I chose to use my UV set of independent parameters primarily
for ease of use in the laboratory, as these parameters are close to those that
would be directly adjusted or measured in an experimental setting. Finally,
ease of use of the equations was enhanced by writing and expressing the
equations and parameters in a mostly single system of units, which in this
paper is the SI system of measurement.

Several conclusions were drawn from this study. Dietz's rectangular, sin-
gle, "weak" pulse theory equations, when converted to my UV parameters,
turn out to be very similar to my theory equations. The scaling laws for
parameters common to both theories exactly match, and only slight differ-
ences show up in the constant coefficients to the equations. Consequently,
Dietz's single-pulse equations were not found to be better than a continuous,
sinusoidally modulated beam in terms of scaling laws for the parameters com-
mon to both theories. Further, it was shown that Dietz's predicted radiation
values are even close to the predicted radiation values obtained from both
my sinusoidal, steady-state theory and from the continuous beam emission,
self-oscillating PIC code simulations that approximated maximally rep-rated
single pulses at the "weak" pulse limit having equal-but-redistributed or os-
cillating photoemission current. Equal-but-redistributed photoemission cur-
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rent for rectangular pulses at the "weak" pulse limit roughly means emitting
rectangular pulses having twice the average emitted current density of the
continuous beam emission used in the self-oscillating PIC simulations, but
pulsed for half the duration of the un rep-rate period, and emitting a single
pulse once every vn rep-rate period. Further, Dietz's equations showed that
increasing a rectangular pulse's length, Atp, towards the "weak" pulse limit
where f&t approaches one, improves the efficiency and power of the gener-
ated radiation for a given Y and (PL). And it is possible that short, powerful
pulses can be traded off versus longer, less powerful pulses to achieve higher
efficiencies if j/i increases for the short pulse. Still, for a pure photoelectric
effect, single pulses may only be advantageous over sinusoidally modulated
pulses in terms of perhaps forming 'sharper' pulses, in achieving 100% mod-
ulation of the pulses, and in presenting a perhaps simpler, better understood
theory. Of course, this analysis does not attempt to look at other factors
that might be important in deciding whether or not to use a single pulse,
such as non-photoelectric regimes or potential experimental and application
advantages and disadvantages. In short, Dietz's theory results agree quite
well with my theory's results, are supported by the existing PIC code simu-
lation data, and provide additional insight into 'thin1, Atp < <max, rep-rated
pulses having variously shaped waveforms.

More results were obtained by using Dietz's equations written in terms of
natural parameters. By writing and graphing Dietz's equations in terms of
natural parameters, it becomes easier for a researcher to use Dietz's equations
to make predictions, understand parameter trends, and optimize experiments
and generated radiation. From the natural parameter equations and graph, it
is seen that the maximum generated radiation and total radiation conversion
efficiency occur by maximizing the values of the parameters vn, A, Y, (PL),
and f&t, and by minimizing the values of the parameters (f>s and A/, (and 6
should be set to 90 degrees to maximize d(P)/dil). However, the computer
program presented in Appendix B of my theory paper [Ref. 3] should be
used to do general optimization subject to model and ' r̂ constraints. Since
Dietz's theory equations are so similar to mine, using that program would
require only minor modifications to change the natural parameter equation
coefficients to Dietz's values, and in then using Dietz's natural parameter
definitions in setting up the program inputs and interpreting the program
outputs. Unfortunately, even by using an optimistic example as was done
in this paper to explain the nomogram, a maximum efficiency of less than
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approximately 10~5 appears to be about the best that can be achieved for
small spots and low-energy photons (as used in the two cases presented in
this paper). Note that the above optimistic example used an unrealistic,
orders-of-magnitude too high photoelectron yield for typical real metals that
are illuminated by low-energy photons, and that such high, optimum photo-
electron yields for typical real metals are generally seen only when using 15
to 20 eV photons. So for typical cases involving small spots and low-energy
photons, the maximum efficiency drops to much less. For example, a typical
real metal illuminated by a low-energy photon source (case 2) and having
Y = 10~4, (PL) = 103 watts, and f&t = 1, would only result in an efficiency
of about 10~n. And this typical real metal efficiency is still optimistic since
typical metals that are illuminated by low-energy, 5.0 eV photons have yields
that vary as 10~7 < Y < 10~5. By ignoring constraint x\2 and using large
spots having significant diffraction effects, higher radiation conversion effi-
ciencies should be possible, though for typical real metals Y and {Pi) for
low-energy photon sources generally combine to end up in the small-spot
regime.

Therefore, at this time it seems that to overcome the problems presented
by typical real metals and low-energy photon sources (high <f> and very low
Y) so as to produce conversion efficiencies higher than 10~5 for typical real
metals, would require decreasing \L to produce higher energy, optimal 15 to
20 eV photons, as well as increasing the natural parameters x and y\ into the
large-spot regime. Fortunately, high radiation conversion efficiencies are the-
oretically possible because higher energy 15 to 20 eV photons, by optimally
increasing the photoelectron yield Y for typical real metals, directly increase
7/rsL and also help to increase yx for a given source power, and both of these
effects contribute to greatly increasing J/^L while allowing the use of more re-
alistic, smaller {Pi) source power pulses. Consequently, high power sources
of 15 to 20 eV photons appear to be key in enabling achievable high radiation
conversion efficiencies for simple photoelectron-generated radiation. In sum-
mary, if using 15 to 20 eV photons is feasible, and x and y\ can be extended up
to and beyond the small-spot limit with sufficiently powerful photon sources
and other associated optimal parameters calculated using general optimiza-
tion techniques, then dramatic increases in the photoelectron-generated ra-
diation and radiation conversion efficiencies should theoretically be possible
when using typical real metals.
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